Autism Spectrum Disorders Medical Diagnosis and Treatment
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Product Applicability

All Plan* Products

Well Sense Health Plan
☐ New Hampshire Medicaid
☐ NH Health Protection Program

Boston Medical Center HealthNet Plan
☐ MassHealth
☒ Qualified Health Plans/ConnectorCare/Employer Choice Direct
☒ Senior Care Options ◊

Notes:
+ Disclaimer and audit information is located at the end of this document.
◊ The guidelines included in this Plan policy are applicable to members enrolled in Senior Care Options only if there are no criteria established for the specified service in a Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) national coverage determination (NCD) or local coverage determination (LCD) on the date of the prior authorization request. Review the member’s product-specific benefit documents at www.SeniorsGetMore.org to determine coverage guidelines for Senior Care Options.

Policy Summary

The Plan covers the medical diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) when medically necessary. Treatment for autism includes habilitative or rehabilitative care, pharmacy care, psychiatric care, psychological care, and/or therapeutic care. The Plan complies with coverage guidelines for all applicable state-mandated benefits and federally-mandated benefits that are medically necessary for the member’s condition. Services for autism are provided by the Plan’s contracted providers, and services listed in this policy require prior authorization from the Plan.
Review the Plan’s Prior Authorization/Notification Requirements matrix for a list of services that require prior authorization. Reference the Plan’s Prior Authorization CPT/HCPCS Code Look-up Tools for the prior authorization requirement for each of the service’s applicable, industry-standard billing code. The prior authorization matrix, code look-up tools, Plan medical policies, Plan pharmacy policies, and Plan reimbursement policies are available at www.bmchp.org for BMC HealthNet Plan members.

It will be determined during the Plan’s prior authorization process if the service is considered medically necessary for the requested indication. See Plan policy, Medically Necessary (policy number OCA 3.14), for the product-specific definitions of medically necessary treatment. Contact Beacon Health Strategies, LLC at 1-888-217-3501 or at www.beaconhealthstrategies for prior authorization review and approval of behavioral health services. See the BMC HealthNet Plan member’s applicable benefit documents at www.bmchp.org for the most up-to-date information on benefit coverage for behavioral health services and other medically necessary services for autism spectrum disorders (or at www.SeniorsGetMore.org for a Senior Care Options member). Contact eviCore healthcare (formerly known as MedSolutions, Inc.) at 1-888-693-3211 or at www.medsolutionsonline.com to submit prior authorization requests for all outpatient, non-emergent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI/MRA), computed tomography (CT), and positron emission tomography (PET).

Review Plan policy, Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders, policy number OCA 3.571, for genetic testing guidelines for an adult or pediatric member with developmental delay, autism spectrum disorder with developmental delay, mental retardation, and/or has an at-risk condition (as specified in the Medical Policy Statement section of the applicable policy). See Plan policy, Genetic Testing Guidelines and Pharmacogenetics, policy number OCA 3.727, for Plan guidelines for genetic testing indications that may include but are not limited to the following: genetic testing for MECP2 sequence variants to diagnosis Rett syndrome and other disorders, limitations related to testing with X-linked intellectual disability (XLID) multigene panels, and limitations related to testing using multiple–single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to identify the risk of autism spectrum disorders. See Plan policy, Chromosomal Microarray Analysis for Unexplained Intellectual Disabilities and/or Multiple Congenital Anomalies, policy number OCA 3.573, for indications for chromosomal/cytogenomic microarray testing; indications not included in this Plan policy are included in the Genetic Testing Guidelines and Pharmacogenetics, policy number OCA 3.727. Review Plan policy, Preimplantation Genetic Testing (Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis and Preimplantation Genetic Screening), policy number OCA 3.726, for medical guidelines for preimplantation genetic testing for fragile X syndrome; preimplantation genetic testing is a covered service for some BMC HealthNet Plan members, as specified in the member’s applicable benefit documents available at www.bmchp.org.

Description of Item or Service

Autism Spectrum Disorders Diagnostic Services and Treatment: Services include the diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum disorders (ASD), which are characterized by varying degrees of impairment in communication skills, reciprocal social interactions, and restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, speech and interests. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is the manual used by clinicians and researchers to diagnose and classify mental
disorders. Beginning with the fifth edition of DSM (DSM-5), the definition of ASD was revised to more accurately diagnosis individuals with autism-related disorders (categorized as mild, moderate, or severe forms of ASD). DSM-5 combined several previously separate diagnoses under the single diagnosis of ASD. The diagnosis of ASD now includes the following disorders previously referred to as: atypical autism, Asperger's disorder, childhood autism, childhood disintegrative disorder, early infantile autism, high-functioning autism, Kanner's autism, and the catch-all diagnosis of pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified. All of these conditions are now considered under one diagnosis, ASD. Rett syndrome is not included in the DSM-5 ASD diagnostic group.

1. **Medical Diagnosis:**

The diagnosis of ASD involves a two-step process: a developmental screening and a comprehensive evaluation. An assessment by a multidisciplinary team is appropriate to confirm the diagnosis and would include a licensed family practitioner or general pediatrician, developmental pediatrician, neurologist, psychologist, psychiatrist, speech therapist, and/or other professionals that diagnose children with ASD. The screening and evaluation include medically necessary medical assessments and observation, evaluations of behavior, screening tools (e.g., M-CHAT modified checklist to diagnosis autism in toddlers), genetic testing (as specified in applicable Plan policies outlined in the Summary section of this policy), brain MRI for certain patients (according to prior authorization criteria from eviCore) and/or additional testing for conditions which may include but are not limited to the following, as specified below in items a through i:

a. Genetic syndromes (e.g., fragile X syndrome) or prenatal trauma (e.g., fetal alcohol syndrome)

b. Hearing impairments

c. Lead poisoning

d. Mental retardation

e. Neurofibromatosis or tuberous sclerosis (types of neurocutaneous syndromes)

f. Seizure disorders

g. Specific language impairments

h. Visual impairments; AND/OR

i. Rule out other (non-ASD) causes of developmental delays
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Once the developmental screening and the comprehensive evaluation are completed for the individual, a definitive diagnosis of ASD is made by a Neurologist, Pediatric Neurologist, Developmental Pediatrician, Psychologist, Psychiatrist or other licensed physician experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of autism.

2. **Medical Treatment:**

Covered services for treatment include medically necessary habilitative or rehabilitative care and therapeutic care (i.e., services provided by licensed or certified speech therapists, occupational therapists, physical therapists, or social workers).

### Medical Policy Statement

The Plan considers services related to the **diagnosis and/or treatment** of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) to be medically necessary when BOTH of the criteria are met and documented in the member’s medical record, as specified below in item 1 and item 2:

1. **Criteria Based on Medical Findings:**

   ALL of the following criteria must be met, as specified below in items a through e:

   a. At least ONE (1) of the following clinical conditions is present for the member (as an indication that a conventional developmental milestone is not met), as specified below in items (1) through (5):

      (1) Loss of any language or social skills at any age; ⚫ OR
      (2) Absence of babbling by 12 months of age or does not respond to own name by 12 months of age; ⚫ OR
      (3) Absence of gesturing (e.g., pointing, waving bye-bye) by 12 months of age; ⚫ OR
      (4) Absence of single-word speech by 16 months of age; ⚫ OR
      (5) Absence of 2-word spontaneous (not just echolalic) phrases by 24 months of age; ⚫ AND

   ⚫ Note: According to the Quality Standards Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology and the Child Neurology Society for the screening and diagnosis of ASD, further evaluation may be required when developmental milestones are not met. Failure to meet these milestones is associated with a high probability of a developmental disability.
b. There is clear and documented evidence that the symptoms of the illness are active, resulting in substantial impairment in daily functioning (as determined by the treating provider); AND

c. The therapy will achieve functional gains beyond those expected as a result of growth and maturation; AND

d. There is a clear treatment plan with measurable goals and approaches that address the signs and symptoms of the illness; AND

e. There is no less intensive or more appropriate level of services which can be safely and effectively provided (as determined by the treating provider); AND

2. **Service Criteria:**

BOTH of the following criteria must be met, as specified below in items a and b:

a. The criteria based on medical findings are met, as specified above in item 1 of this section; AND

b. At least ONE (1) of the following services is provided, as specified below in items (1) through (8):

(1) Audiologic function test; OR

(2) Electroencephalogram (EEG) testing when there is suspicion of a seizure or Plan criteria are met for video EEG monitoring according to Plan policy, *Video Electroencephalography (EEG) Monitoring*, policy number OCA 3.38; OR

(3) Evaluation and treatment by a licensed social worker; OR

(4) Evaluation and treatment by speech and language pathologist; OR

(5) Genetic testing including but not limited to fragile X syndrome (FMR1) and/or chromosomal analysis or karyotyping when applicable criteria are met, as specified below in at least ONE (1) of the Plan medical policies listed in items (a) through (c):

   a. *Chromosomal Microarray Analysis for Unexplained Intellectual Disabilities and/or Multiple Congenital Anomalies*, policy number OCA 3.573; OR

   b. *Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders*, policy number OCA 3.571; OR

   c. *Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders*, policy number OCA 3.571; OR
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(c) Genetic Testing Guidelines and Pharmacogenetics, policy number OCA 3.726; OR

(6) Medical evaluation including history and physical examination; OR

(7) Speech, occupational and/or physical therapy evaluation and treatment when motor deficits, motor planning, sensory or speech dysfunction are present; OR

(8) Vision evaluation.

Limitations

1. Benefit limits applicable to the rehabilitation therapies benefit do NOT apply to therapeutic care services provided to members with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) when Plan criteria are met for services.

2. Rehabilitative therapy such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, and/or speech therapy are NOT covered when measurable functional improvement (based on the goals established by the treating provider) is NOT expected or progress has NOT occurred.

3. Any service, program, supply, or procedure administered for personal training and/or life coaching is NOT covered by the Plan (when applicable criteria are NOT met in the Medical Policy Statement section of this policy).

4. Any service, program, supply, or procedure performed in a non-conventional setting is NOT covered by the Plan (including but is not limited to the following settings: spas or resorts; educational, vocational, or recreational settings; daycare or preschool settings; or wilderness, camp or ranch programs).

5. The Plan may limit or not cover ANY of the following types of service, as specified below in items a through e:

   a. Service that is educational in nature;

   b. Service that is provided under an individualized family service plan (ISFP), an individualized education program (IEP), or an individualized service plan (ISP);

   c. Service that is provided by school personnel;

   d. Service that is not medically necessary, including personal training and life coaching;

   AND/OR
e. Service that is considered experimental, investigational, or unproven including but not limited to auditory integration training (AIT), sound therapy, sensory integration therapy/training (SIT), use of a weighted vest, hippotherapy, music, art and recreational therapy, chelation, craniosacral therapy, heavy metal testing, hair analysis. See the following Plan medical policies: Experimental and Investigational Treatment, policy number OCA 3.12 and Complementary and Alternative Medicine (Including Acupuncture Treatment), policy number OCA 3.194.

Contact Beacon Health Strategies, LLC at 1-888-217-3501 or at www.beaconhealthstrategies for prior authorization review and approval of behavioral health services.

Definitions

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA): Process of systematically applying interventions based upon the principles of learning theory to improve socially significant behaviors to a meaningful degree, and to demonstrate that the interventions employed are responsible for the improvement in behavior. The methods and principles of ABA have been used to design intensive and comprehensive behavioral treatment programs that attempt to improve outcomes in children, especially young children, who have autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ABA-based programs are generally referred to as intensive behavioral intervention (IBI). The Early Start Denver Model (ESDM) program includes ABA in combination with developmental and relationship-based approaches. Contact Beacon Health Strategies, LLC at 1-888-217-3501 or at www.beaconhealthstrategies for prior authorization review and approval of behavioral health services. See the member’s applicable benefit documents at www.bmchp.org for the most up-to-date information on benefit coverage for behavioral health services.

Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD): A group of biologically-based neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by impairments in three (3) major domains: socialization, communication, and behavior. It has been estimated that as many as 1 in 100 children are affected by ASD. ASD include any of the pervasive developmental disorders as defined by the most recent edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, including autistic disorder, Asperger’s disorder and pervasive developmental disorders not otherwise specified. (Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Chapter 207, An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism.)

Board Certified Behavior Analyst: A behavior analyst credentialed by the behavior analyst certification board as a board certified behavior analyst. (Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Chapter 207, An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism.)

Chromosomal/Cytogenomic Microarray Analysis (CMA): Also known as cytogenomic constitutional (genome-wide) microarray analysis, CMA is a high-resolution, whole-genome screening used as a diagnostic tool to identify genetic abnormalities not detected with conventional cytogenetic analysis (e.g., karyotyping and FISH). CMA provides more refined testing by detecting smaller deletions and duplications in genomic material, potentially increasing the diagnostic yield in targeted populations.

Notes:
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CMA collectively describes two (2) different laboratory techniques, comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays. See Plan policy, *Chromosomal Microarray Analysis for Unexplained Intellectual Disabilities and/or Multiple Congenital Anomalies*, policy number OCA 3.573.

**Developmental Delay:** Failure to meet expected developmental milestones due to a significant delay in one (1) or more developmental skills, including gross or fine motor, speech/language, cognitive, social/personal, and/or adaptive development (e.g., activities of daily living or self-care). A significant delay in two (2) or more of these developmental categories is considered global development delay and is thought to predict future intellectual disability. The term ‘developmental delay’ is used with children typically younger than five (5) years old.

**Developmental Disorder/Developmental Disability:** A severe, chronic disability of an individual that is attributable to a mental or physical impairment, or combination of mental and physical impairment, and is manifested before the individual attains the age of 22. The disability is likely to continue indefinitely, results in substantial functional limitations in three (3) or more of the following areas of major life activity: self-care, receptive and expressive language, learning, mobility, self-direction, capacity for independent living, and economic self-sufficiency. The disability reflects the individual's need for a combination and sequence of special, interdisciplinary, or generic services, individualized support or other forms of assistance that are of lifelong or of extended duration and are individually planned and coordinated. (Definition is from the Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 2000, Public Law 106-402.)

**Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorders:** Medically necessary assessments, evaluations including neuropsychological evaluations, genetic testing, or other tests to diagnose whether an individual has one (1) of the autism spectrum disorders. (Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Chapter 207, An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism.)

**Echolalia/Echolalic Phrase:** The involuntary parrot-like repetition (echoing) of a word or phrase just spoken by another person.

**FMR-Related Disorder:** A genetic disorder caused by changes in the FMR1 gene, including fragile X syndrome, fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome, and fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency. Genetic testing may be done on an individual’s DNA with a blood sample or from the DNA of a fetus with a chorionic villus sampling (CVS), amniocentesis sample, or percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling (PUBS).

**Fragile X-Associated Disorder:** A genetic disorder caused by changes in the FMR1 gene, including fragile X syndrome, fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome, and fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency. Genetic testing may be done on an individual’s DNA with a blood sample or from the DNA of a fetus with a chorionic villus sampling (CVS), amniocentesis sample, or percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling (PUBS). See Plan policy, *Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders*, policy number OCA 3.571.
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Genetic Testing: According to U.S. Library of Medicine, genetic testing is defined as a type of medical test that identifies changes in chromosomes, genes, or proteins. The results of a genetic test can confirm or rule out a suspected genetic condition or help determine a person’s chance of developing or passing on a genetic disorder. More than 1,000 genetic tests are currently in use, and more are being developed. See Plan policy, *Genetic Testing Guidelines and Pharmacogenetics*, policy number OCA 3.726. Several methods can be used for genetic testing:

1. Molecular genetic tests (or gene tests) study single genes or short lengths of DNA to identify variations or mutations that lead to a genetic disorder.

2. Chromosomal genetic tests analyze whole chromosomes or long lengths of DNA to see if there are large genetic changes, such as an extra copy of a chromosome, that cause a genetic condition.

3. Biochemical genetic tests study the amount or activity level of proteins; abnormalities in either can indicate changes to the DNA that result in a genetic disorder.

Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders: DNA-based molecular analysis test that detects the fragile X mutation, which is an expansion (lengthening) of trinucleotide repeats CGG within the FMR1 gene. Based on the test results, the patient is classified as normal, intermediate (or “gray zone”), permutation, or full mutation based on the number of CGG repeats. Patients with a full mutation are considered affected with fragile X syndrome; those with a pre-mutation are carriers and may have a FMR1-related disorder such as fragile X-associated primary ovarian insufficiency (FXPOI) or fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS). See Plan policy, *Genetic Testing for Fragile X-Associated Disorders*, policy number OCA 3.571

Habilitation Services: Health care services that help a person keep, learn, or improve skills and functioning for daily living. These services are necessary to develop and maintain to the maximum extent practicable the functioning of an individual. Treatment of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) includes the following care prescribed, provided, or ordered for an individual diagnosed with one (1) of the ASD by a licensed physician or a licensed psychologist who determines the care to be medically necessary: habilitative or rehabilitative care, pharmacy care, psychiatric care, psychological care, and therapeutic care. Counseling and guidance services and treatment programs for ASD include but are not limited to applied behavior analysis supervised by a board certified behavior analyst when necessary to develop, maintain and restore, to the maximum extent practicable, the functioning of an individual. Therapeutic care includes services provided by licensed or certified speech therapists, occupational therapists, physical therapists or social workers. (Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Chapter 207, An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism.)

Intellectual Disability (ID): As stated by the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD), intellectual disability is a disability originating before age 18 which is characterized by significant limitations both in intellectual functioning and in adaptive behavior (including
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conceptual, social, and practical adaptive skills). The degree of ID varies from one individual to another and may range from mild to profound. An individual's level of ID can be defined by their intelligence quotient (IQ) or by the amount and type of support they need. The term ‘intellectual disability’ generally applies to older children where IQ testing is valid and reliable. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the term ‘intellectual disability’ is suggested as an alternative term for ‘mental retardation.’

**Karyotype Analysis:** Genetic test to examine the number and basic structure of chromosomes in a sample of cells to identify genetic problems as the cause of a disorder or disease. Chromosomes are separated from cells, stained, and arranged in order from largest to smallest so that their number and structure of chromosomes can be studied under a microscope. For example, karyotype can identify an extra copy of chromosome 21 found with Down syndrome. Testing may be done on an individual’s DNA with a blood sample or from the DNA of a fetus with a chorionic villus sampling (CVS), amniocentesis sample, or percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling (PUBS).

**Rehabilitation Services:** Health care services that help a person keep, get back, or improve skills and functioning for daily living that have been lost or impaired because a person was sick, hurt, or disabled. Services are directed at restoring the physical, intellectual, emotional, and/or social functioning of an individual. Treatment of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) includes the following care prescribed, provided, or ordered for an individual diagnosed with one (1) of the ASD by a licensed physician or a licensed psychologist who determines the care to be medically necessary: habilitative or rehabilitative care, pharmacy care, psychiatric care, psychological care, and therapeutic care. Counseling and guidance services and treatment programs for ASD include but are not limited to applied behavior analysis supervised by a board certified behavior analyst that are necessary to develop, maintain and restore, to the maximum extent practicable, the functioning of an individual. Therapeutic care includes services provided by licensed or certified speech therapists, occupational therapists, physical therapists or social workers. (Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Chapter 207, An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism.)

**Rett Syndrome:** A rare neurological and developmental genetic disorder that occurs mostly in females. Infants and children with Rett syndrome initially appear to grow and develop normally, but between the ages of three (3) months and three (3) years of age, the individual stops developing and may lose some developed skills. (Source: U.S. National Library of Medicine.) Rett syndrome is not included in the autism spectrum disorders diagnosis group in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5).

**Applicable Coding**

The Plan uses and adopts up-to-date Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes from the American Medical Association (AMA), International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10) diagnosis codes developed by the World Health Organization and adapted in the United States by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) of the Centers for Disease Control under the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the Health Care
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Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) established and maintained by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Because the AMA, NCHS, and CMS may update codes more frequently or at different intervals than Plan policy updates, the list of applicable codes included in this Plan policy is for informational purposes only, may not be all inclusive, and is subject to change without prior notification. Whether a code is listed in the Applicable Coding section of this Plan policy does not constitute or imply member coverage or provider reimbursement. Providers are responsible for reporting all services using the most up-to-date industry-standard procedure and diagnosis codes as published by the AMA, NCHS, and CMS at the time of the service.

Providers are responsible for obtaining prior authorization for the services specified in the Medical Policy Statement section and Limitation section of this Plan policy, even if an applicable code appropriately describing the service that is the subject of this Plan policy is not included in the Applicable Coding section of this Plan policy. Coverage for services is subject to benefit eligibility under the member’s benefit plan. Please refer to the member’s benefits document in effect at the time of the service to determine coverage or non-coverage as it applies to an individual member.

See Plan reimbursement policies for Plan billing guidelines. Review the following applicable Plan reimbursement policies: *Reimbursement Policy - Physical, Occupational and Speech Rehabilitation Modalities and Therapeutic Procedures* (policy number 4.609 for BMC HealthNet Plan products) and *Reimbursement Policy - Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment* (policy number 4.3 for BMC HealthNet Plan products).

Services listed in the table below require Plan prior authorization. Additional services included in the Medical Policy Statement section (Service Criteria, item 2), do NOT require prior authorization when:

1. The service is NOT included in this applicable coding list; AND
2. The service does NOT require prior authorization, as specified in the Prior Authorization/Notification Requirements matrix or in the applicable Plan medical policy available at [www.bmchp.org](http://www.bmchp.org).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPT Codes</th>
<th>Description: Codes Covered When Medical Necessary (When Billed with an ICD10 Code Listed Below) and Prior Authorization is Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92507</td>
<td>Treatment of speech, language, voice, communication, and/or auditory processing disorder; individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plan note: The initial evaluation for speech therapy does NOT require Plan prior authorization. Therapeutic treatment and re-evaluations do REQUIRE prior authorization, as specified in the following Plan medical policies (applicable for services provided to BMC HealthNet Plan members): *Speech Therapy, Language Therapy, Voice Therapy, or Auditory Rehabilitation for a Member 21 Years of Age or Older in the*
Outpatient Setting (policy number OCA 3.551) and Speech, Language, Swallowing, Feeding or Voice Therapy for a Member 20 Years of Age or Younger in the Outpatient Setting (policy number OCA 3.55).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92508</td>
<td>Treatment of speech, language, voice, communication, and/or auditory processing disorder; group, 2 or more individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97010-97028</td>
<td>Physical medicine and rehabilitation modalities, supervised, code range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97032-97039</td>
<td>Physical medicine and rehabilitation modalities, constant attendance, code range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97110-97530</td>
<td>Therapeutic procedures, code range (Including applicable re-evaluation codes for occupational therapy and physical therapy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plan note: The initial evaluation for occupational therapy and/or physical therapy does NOT require prior authorization. Therapeutic treatment and/or re-evaluations DO REQUIRE prior authorization, as specified in the following Plan medical policies (applicable for services provided to BMC HealthNet Plan members): Occupational Therapy in the Outpatient Setting (policy number OCA 3.53) and Physical Therapy in the Outpatient Setting (policy number OCA 3.54).

### ICD-10 Diagnosis Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F84.0</td>
<td>Autistic disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F84.3</td>
<td>Other childhood disintegrative disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F84.5</td>
<td>Asperger's syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F84.8</td>
<td>Other pervasive developmental disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F84.9</td>
<td>Pervasive developmental disorder, unspecified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See the following Plan medical policies for medical criteria and prior authorization requirements for associated services:

1. *Central Auditory Function Evaluation to Diagnose Central Auditory Processing Disorder*, policy number OCA 3.82

2. *Chromosomal Microarray Analysis for Unexplained Intellectual Disabilities and/or Multiple Congenital Anomalies*, policy number OCA 3.573


5. *Occupational Therapy Guidelines in the Outpatient Setting*, policy number OCA 3.53

---
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6. Physical Therapy Guidelines in the Outpatient Setting, policy number OCA 3.54

7. Preimplantation Genetic Testing (Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis and Preimplantation Genetic Screening), policy number OCA 3.726

8. Speech Therapy, Language Therapy, Voice Therapy, or Auditory Rehabilitation for a Member 20 Years of Age or Younger in the Outpatient Setting, policy number OCA 3.55

9. Speech Therapy, Language Therapy, Voice Therapy, or Auditory Rehabilitation for a Member 21 Years of Age or Older in the Outpatient Setting, policy number OCA 3.551

10. Video Electroencephalography (EEG) Monitoring, policy number OCA 3.38

Clinical Background Information

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) can range from the mild, moderate or severe forms, with varying degrees of impairment in communication skills, social interactions, and restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior. Although ASD varies significantly in character and severity, it occurs in all ethnic and socioeconomic groups and affects every age group. Autism spectrum disorder can be diagnosed as early as 18 months of age or younger in some children. Two other rare, very severe disorders, including Rett syndrome and childhood disintegrative disorder, fall under the umbrella category of PDD but are not considered an ASD (but individuals with these conditions may also meet the diagnostic criteria for an autism spectrum disorder).

The diagnosis of an ASD is based on a combination of behavioral characteristics of impairment in verbal and nonverbal communication skills and social interactions, and restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior, and these can range in impact from mild to significantly disabling. The earliest signs of ASD may include poor eye contact and visual tracking, lack of smiling or imitation of others and absence of babbling and early language. Screening by a pediatrician may begin as early as 9 months of age. Later signs of ASD include odd repetitive behavior, restricted interest, and lack of social skills.

Currently, there is no known cause of ASD. There are a number of research efforts underway to review the biologic basis of ASD. The diagnosis of an ASD lasts throughout an individual’s lifetime with a mild to severe impact on an individual’s level of functioning.

There is currently no cure for ASD, nor is there any one single treatment. ASD symptoms may be managed to a varying extent through a combination of therapies, including behavioral, pharmacological, and educational interventions. The goal of treatment for autistic patients is to minimize the severity of symptoms of autism, maximize learning, facilitate social integration, and improve quality of life for both autistic individuals and their families or caregivers. Treating an ASD is complex and costly because treatments must be intensive. The needs of individuals diagnosed with ASD are quite heterogeneous. There is no single protocol for treating an individual with ASD. Many children receive a combination of interventions, including educational and therapeutic approaches, in
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response to the range of impact on a person’s functioning. Other treatments may also be used to address a range of medical conditions including but not limited to: motor and sensory impairments, seizures, immunological and metabolic abnormalities, sleep problems, and gastrointestinal symptoms.

Recommendations for evaluation and assessment of ASD are published by the American Academy of Neurology (Filipek, 2000), the Child Neurology Society and the American Academy of Pediatrics (Johnson, 2007) and the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (Volkmar, 1999). According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, medically necessary health care interventions for children with ASD are evidence based, evidence informed, or based on consensus advisory opinion; interventions are recommended by recognized, qualified health care professionals to promote optimal growth and development in a child and to prevent, detect, diagnose, treat, ameliorate, or palliate the effects of physical, genetic, congenital, developmental, behavioral, or mental conditions, injuries, and/or disabilities.

The Plan covers the diagnosis and medically necessary treatment of ASD according to Chapter 207 of the Acts of 2010 - An Act Relative to Insurance Coverage for Autism (ARICA) in the state of Massachusetts applicable for fully-insured private insurers. In Massachusetts, coverage for treating ASD is provided by the Early Intervention (EI) program for children between birth and 3 years of age and by school districts for students between 3 and 22 years of age. School districts, which play a key role in treating ASD, remain obligated to provide services under an individualized education program (IEP) to children. In accordance with the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), all children in Massachusetts are entitled to receive a free, appropriate public education (FAPE). The state is required to enforce this law. However, wide variation exists in the level and quality of services provided to individuals with ASD among school districts, because of the way in which special education is funded in Massachusetts. MassHealth is not subject to ARICA. While MassHealth covers some treatments (with some children are covered under the Autism Waiver), there may be less autism coverage available, including coverage of applied behavior analysis services.

At the time of the Plan’s most recent policy review, no clinical guidelines were found from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for the medical diagnosis and/or treatment of autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Determine if applicable CMS criteria are in effect for the specified service and the indication for treatment in a national coverage determination (NCD) or local coverage determination (LCD) on the date of the prior authorization request for a Senior Care Options member.
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Disclaimer Information:

Medical Policies are the Plan’s guidelines for determining the medical necessity of certain services or supplies for purposes of determining coverage. These Policies may also describe when a service or supply is considered experimental or investigational, or cosmetic. In making coverage decisions, the Plan uses these guidelines and other Plan Policies, as well as the Member’s benefit document, and when appropriate, coordinates with the Member’s health care Providers to consider the individual Member’s health care needs.

Plan Policies are developed in accordance with applicable state and federal laws and regulations, and accrediting organization standards (including NCQA). Medical Policies are also developed, as appropriate, with consideration of the medical necessity definitions in various Plan products, review of current literature, consultation with practicing Providers in the Plan’s service area who are medical experts in the particular field, and adherence to FDA and other government agency policies. Applicable state or federal mandates, as well as the Member’s benefit document, take precedence over these guidelines. Policies are reviewed and updated on an annual basis, or more frequently as needed. Treating providers are solely responsible for the medical advice and treatment of Members.

The use of this Policy is neither a guarantee of payment nor a final prediction of how a specific claim(s) will be adjudicated. Reimbursement is based on many factors, including member eligibility and benefits on the date of service; medical necessity; utilization management guidelines (when applicable); coordination of benefits; adherence with applicable Plan policies and procedures; clinical coding criteria; claim editing logic; and the applicable Plan – Provider agreement.